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1. Introduction
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Environmental Satellite Data
and Information Service (NESDIS) Line Office (LO) manages and operates Earth-observing space assets.
NESDIS provides access to global environmental data from remote sensing satellites.
NESDIS GOES satellites provide continuous monitoring necessary for weather data analysis. They circle
the Earth in a geosynchronous orbit, which means that they orbit the equatorial plane of the Earth at a
speed matching the Earth’s rotation. This allows the satellite to hover continuously over one position on
the surface. The geosynchronous plane is about 35,800 km (22,300 miles) above the Earth, high enough
to allow the satellites a full-disc view of the Earth. Furthermore, NOAA operates two primary
geosynchronous satellites to cover the United States with continuous satellite imagery. GOES-East (13)
orbits above the equator at 75W (same longitude as Philadelphia, PA), while GOES-West (15) orbits
above the equator at 135W (same longitude as Juneau, AK).
This 2021 Geostationary satellite reliability and constellation assessment is an annual report under the
stewardship of the NOAA/NESDIS’s Office of Systems Architecture and Advanced Planning (OSAAP).
NESDIS United States (US) assets were the primary focus of this effort that includes satellite systems that
provide weather monitoring and forecasting for North America. Thus, the scope of this effort was limited
to GOES-13 (transferred to USAF), GOES-14, GEOS-15, GOES-16, GOES-17, and GOES-R satellites.
NOAA's Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR), America's first operational satellite in deep space,
is included in the assessment as well. DSCOVR monitors solar winds in real time and is a warning system
of solar magnetic storms. DSCOVR, operated by NOAA, is a partnership between NOAA, NASA, and
the U.S. Air Force.
The fidelity of the GOES and DSCOVR satellite systems is critical to support the Nation’s security,
weather predictions, and other national and international services. This annual report provides updated
data availability of the GOES spacecraft and its Key Performance Parameter (KPP) contributing
instrument ⎯ the Imager. Aerospace consulted with the GOES-R Program Office to determine
constellation scenarios and satellite assignments. DSCOVR data availability has also been updated and
reviewed with the Program Office team.
Section 1.1 further reviews the purpose of the analyses and Section 1.2 summarizes the assumptions
leveraged. Section 1.3 provides a comprehensive definition of constellation data availability. Section 2
provides a review of the sensor spacecraft and satellite reliability models. Constellation data availability
with considered scenarios is provided in Section 3. Functional Availability of GOES satellites is provided
in Section 4 followed by a summary of the study in Section 5.
1.1

Purpose of Analyses

Availability analyses implemented define current and future satellites in operational orbit capable of
providing required data. Operational reliabilities have been assessed and the combined reliabilities of
these satellites have been calculated to determine availability success probabilities for four scenarios.
1.2

Assumptions

The analyses assume current satellites in the constellation operate continuously until a critical failure or
planned de-orbit due to fuel depletion. Analyses include failure modes (components) identified to date.

1

Reliability Contract Data Requirements Lists (CDRLs) provided by the Program Office were used in this
study. Logical assumptions were leveraged in the absence of data at the time of this study.
2021 results reflect satellite and constellation status and data availability as of 1 August 2021. Any
anomalies, flight system configuration, and launch schedule changes after this date have not been
incorporated in the 2021 assessment.
Mission reliabilities of future to-be-launched, satellites include manifested or assumed launch vehicle
success probabilities. Future GOES-series satellites assume Atlas-equivalent launch vehicles.
1.3

Definition of Constellation Data Availability

Constellation Data Availability is defined as the probability that specified geostationary satellites will
provide KPP-Imager or KPP-replacement data to the ground data input point. A data gap is the opposite
of data availability; it is a loss of capability to provide KPP data; as availabilities are success probabilities
(Ps’s), the probability of a data gap is 1 – Ps.
KPP instruments are Visible (Vis) imagers for GOES-13, -14, -15 and Advanced Baseline imager (ABI)
for the GOES-R series.
For these analyses, the ground system probability of success (Ps) is assumed to be 1.0 (100%) because
ground system anomalies and/or failures can be corrected and/or repaired to restore full functional
capability without data loss.
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2. Sensor, Spacecraft, Satellite, and Constellation Models
Assessing GOES Constellation and DSCOVR Data Availability requires developing models in a threestep process. First, instrument (sensor) and spacecraft bus reliability models are derived; typically, these
are independent analyses and models. These results provide both operational reliability logic and
reliability mathematical models that predict element (spacecraft, instrument) reliability versus operating
time. Then, instrument models are incorporated into spacecraft bus models to provide satellite models.
Satellite models provide reliability estimates based on the satellite’s design and operation. Satellite
models in the current assessments include only KPP instruments (or functional replacements) for each
satellite model. A satellite may include other instruments in its payload; however, only the KPP or KPP
replacement instruments are used in the models and scenarios within this assessment. Finally, satellite
models are incorporated as input elements into constellation models. Constellation models are derived and
built for defined scenarios and timeframes (refer to Section 3).
Reliability modeling accounts for random (typically associated with useful life) and wear-out (increasing)
failure rates. Parts or components that are thought to not age or wear-out during a mission’s lifetime have
random, or constant, failure rates. Components or parts that age while in service have wear-out failure
rates; these occur by mechanical stresses (e.g., bearings), degraded performance (e.g., batteries), or
resource depletion (e.g., fuel, lubricants, etc.). Element reliabilities are updated by times in service (i.e.,
operating times on-orbit). Component and/or system failure rates are adjusted for any functional or
redundancy loss. Additional wear-out failure modes are incorporated when identified. Reliability models
are basic elements in availability models; they are used in constellation availability calculations.
Formally, availability applies only to repairable components or systems. In the context of this analysis,
substitute elements are available on-orbit to replace (“repair”) any failed system elements; hence, the term
availability is used.
Spacecraft models herein refer to a spacecraft bus without its manifested sensors (instruments), also
called “the payload” (or all instruments aboard the spacecraft). Sensor (or instrument) models refer to
models for the individual sensors (Imager). Instruments (sensors) carried aboard spacecraft are combined
with bus models to form satellite models. The satellite models are used in the constellation availability
scenarios and cases within scenarios. In other words, a constellation model is a combination of two or
more spacecraft models for geostationary constellation cases.
Results from the constellation models provide planning and management information for the
geostationary weather satellite constellation by predicting constellation availability over moderate- to
long-term timeframes. These estimates provide input for planning future satellite replenishment dates.
Future, to-be-launched, satellites include launch vehicle success probabilities in their predicted
reliabilities. Remaining GOES-R and follow-on satellites are assumed to launch on Atlas V or similar
vehicles.
Redactions in Section 2 are due to Exemption 3: Information subject to
Export Control.

2.1

GOES-13 (EWS-G1), GOES-14 and GOES-15 Satellite Reliability Model
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Figure 1. GOES-13 (EWS-G1) satellite reliability.

4

Figure 2. GOES-13 (EWS-G1) 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.
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Figure 3. GOES-14 satellite reliability.
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Figure 4. GOES-14 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.
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Figure 5. GOES-15 satellite reliability.
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Figure 6. GOES-15 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.

All redactions in Section 2.1 are due to Exemption 3: Information subject to Export Control.

2.2

GOES-16 and GOES-17 Satellite Reliability Models

ABI (advanced baseline imager) is the KPP imager for GOES R. There is no change on the GOES-16
ABI, and on-orbit success is reflected on 2021 reliability models. For 2021, reliability for GOES-17 ABI
is changed to reflect modified storage configuration (GOES-17 will be in storage mode after GOES-T
becomes the primary satellite (after successful launch and calibration)

All redactions in Section 2.2 are due to Exemption 4: Proprietary Information and
Exemption 3: Information subject to Export Control.

2.3

On-orbit Assets: GOES-R (GOES-16 & GOES-17) Satellite Reliabilities
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Figure 7. GOES-16 satellite reliability.
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Figure 8. GOES-16 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.
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Figure 9. GOES-17 satellite reliability.
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Figure 10. GOES-17 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.

2.4

GOES Input Parameters

Tables 1 and 2 list GOES reliability distribution parameters.
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All redactions in Section 2.3 are due to Exemption 3:
Export Control.

Table 1. GOES Operational Reliability Parameters

Table 2. GOES Operational Reliability Parameters

All redactions in Section 2.4 are due to Exemption 3: Proprietary
Information and Exemption 4: Export Control (with the exception of Table 3).
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Table 3. GOES-13, -14, and -15 Life Estimation Dates

Table 3 redactions are due to Exemption 3: Export Control and Exemption 5: Pre-decisional.

Figure 11. GOES-T, -U satellite reliability.
All redactions in Section 2.5 are due to Exemption 4: Proprietary Information and Exemption 3:
Information subject to Export Control.
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3. DSCOVR Satellite Reliability
DSCOVR was launched in February 11, 2015. Plasma-Magnetometer (Plas-mag) is the primary
instrument that measures solar wind for space weather predictions. It is positioned in L1 where the
gravitational attraction of Earth partially cancels the attraction of the sun. This gives DSCOVR the same
orbital period as Earth and allows for year-round, full-view imagery of Earth. It has a mission life of two
years.
The reliability model is the same as that in 2020 with credit given to successful on-orbit operation. No
critical failures have been identified since the 2020 update. Furthermore, fuel life has been updated and
was provided by the DSCOVR program team on May 2021.

Table 4. DSCOVR Reliability

16

Figure 12. DSCOVR satellite reliability.

Figure 13 shows the DSCOVR comparison of reliability estimates between 2020 and 2021.
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Figure 13. DSCOVR 2020 vs. 2021 satellite reliability.

All redactions in Section 3 are due to Exemption 4: Proprietary Information and Exemption 3:
Information subject to Export Control.
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4. GOES Constellation Data Availability Models
Satellite models and reliabilities reviewed in Section 2 are input parameters for constellation availability
models and computed availabilities. The 2021 Geostationary Constellation Availability models have been
generated using R, which is an open-source software environment for statistical computing. Statistical
data from R was then exported to a workbook and graphics were generated.
4.1

Constellation Data Availability Assessment

4.2

Constellation Scenarios
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4.3

Constellation Availability Results

Figure 14. Scenario 1.
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Figure 15. Scenario 2.

Figure 16. Scenario 3.
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Figure 17. Scenario 4.

All redactions in Section 4 are due to Exemption 3: Export Control and Exemption 5: Predecisional.
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5. Mean Life Estimates
The following tables shows Mean Life Expected (MLE) for GOES satellites and DSCOVR.
Table 5. Mean Life Estimates (MLE): GOES Satellites Each with an Imager

Table 6. Mean Life Estimates (MLE): DSCOVR

All redactions in Section 5 are due to Exemption 3: Information Subject to Export Control, Exemption 4:
Proprietary Information and Exemption 5: Predecisional.
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6. Summary
2021 satellite reliability and constellation availability has been reviewed for NESDIS US geostationary
satellite systems. 2021 results reflect satellite and constellation status and data availability as of 1 August
2021 (end date of the analysis in this study). GOES-R reliability models provided by the GOES-R
program office have been leveraged in this effort. Furthermore, GOES-R program office management
was consulted to determine constellation scenarios and currently projected launch dates. During task
execution, reviews were held to ensure analyses and modeling were performed to generally accepted
reliability and availability analysis standards and that consistent assumptions were applied to the
instruments, spacecraft, and satellites.
Future work includes updating GOES-T and -U reliability models if reliability CDRLs are made
available. Continued consultation with the GOES program team will continue to ensure the latest wearout reliability items are considered.
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